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0 of 0 review helpful Excellent By Customer The writer of this series has a wonderful ability to craft a story with 
multiple plot lines that begin disappear and then reappear throughout the series The author also knows how to write 
dialogue that is very natural I enjoyed this series greatly and looked forward to getting and then reading this final 
volume It did not disappoint at all When I finished it I could o Michael Gordon is struggling to forget his losses go on 
with life The world is starting to move beyond survival mode but he is not He is hiding in the security of a bad 
relationship and escaping from reality through an addiction to a small device known as a black box Linda Posner is a 
vain self centered beauty who manipulates men and is willing to do whatever is necessary to survive in style Zachary 
Michael s witty older brother is in ForeWord Magazine announces SWORDSMAN is a finalist for their 2005 Book Of 
The Year Award in the Science Fiction category superb writing and detailed development of a future world make this 
excellent novel flow An outstanding s 
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